
CHAPJ:IER ~ II 

What may be called a survey of the position of the past 

perfective. iri English grammar could profitably begin with.Nesfielci 

(19.53 i ·178.i..9) and' end with· duirk et al (1985). · because· ·tne ·former 

had been for long an indispensable key to grammatical problems 
' . . ( . . 

\'lhile the· latter· is, as its authors claiiri, · the culmination· of their 

joint work since· the 1960s'. and one t"hich is perhaps the m6st detailec 

of the recent publications on descriptive grammar~ 

In the section entitled •uses o£·Tenses 1 under the chapter 

heading •verbs•, Nesfield (1953 s 173•9) adopts a very direct and 

unambiguous .approach to the past perfective - an approach of the .. 

widest currency perhaps, and very definitely the one emulated by 

the Indian writers of English grammar 1 
. ' ' . ., . ' . 

The ~ast Perfect (also called Pluperfect) - this is 
used whenever -~'ie wish to say that some· action had been 
completed before another was commenced~ 

·.·The verb expressing the ~raviolis action is put 
.-~ -

.into·the·Past.Perfect·or·Pluperfect·t.enoe• Whe vem· 

~pre~ sing t~e l!,ubseguent, action. is, put illtp ~he . 
Past Indefinite •••• The past perfect ought never 
to: be: used:'at all exce:et' to' show' the priori:tx;'of 

one 'Past. event· to another. 

· ~edu~ed to a formula, the operation of the_past perfective-

in terJTis of +'fesfield's prescription- would thus be : "Before 
• ' • . I I • ' 

before,. after after". Hence, one can write either 11 J; had st;:le~ 

him before he saw me", wherein 'had' comes before • before•, or 
' . 



( 
t - ·~ ' 

"He ·saw me after .I had seen him" wherein • had• is posited after 

'after•. what is more important is that in Nesfield 1 s prescrip. 

tion there is no place whatsoever for construct-ions like "The 

patien't died before the doctor had come" and· "The patient had 
. -

died before the doctor had come" - constructions that violate 
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the"before before~ after after" formula. Besides, Nesfield does 

not say · anything· about a construction iike "The patient died 

befoz;-e the doctor came••- either. That is to say, Nesfield does not 

say anything about:' tll9 feasibility of· showing past-v-Iith±n .. past 

events without the help. of 'had' o 

To. what extent this approach has remain~d vaJ.ied can be_. 

seen ~rom the fact. that most ·school~l~vel books on Engl!~h gtammar 

repea~ ·Nesfield without any variation• Thus wren & Na.r:tin (1959; 

108)9 ~ ~ mentor to the students qf Ep.gl.ish mE3dJ.um sc .. hools. in India, 

present the i·ssue in the same way as Nesf·ield : · 

The· Past Perfect (aiso called·· the -Pluperfect) 
denotes an . action com,pleted. at some point in -

past time before anotQer· act~on was commenced; 
as, 

'I'he ·rain had stoPped when we c~e out. 
' . 

I had done my exercise, when Ha.l:'i carne 
to see· me~· 
I had written. the letter before he 
arrived. 

·~ 4 AUG l99S 
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The only Indiap. school-level book on ~nglish grammar that has 

sought t9 say somethipg more than Nesfield is De Sarka.r• s A Text

Book of Higher English Grammar, £omposition & Translation (1968) 
. . ,· : . ' 

which has the following ent~y on,."'tHs 'past pe~fective ~ "'I'~.· .Past 

Perfect Tense expresses an action completed before another past 

action ~ He had left before I carne" (P. 52). De Sarkar examines 
.......... - • f •• 

--in a foot•note, however ~ the possibility of using simple past 

tense. instead of the past perfective = 11 But the modern tendency is 

to use the Past Indefinite Tense even for Past Perfect. COD has 

'This was after he became. famous• under after" (ibid.). 

_"The Past. PE)rfec;:t. Tense denotes that one action was finished 

before anoth~r action was begun" - this is the way Henderson• s 

The Enszlish way (1954 : 53) approac}1es _the issue along \1lith the 

e?C~ple, ••.He_ had left the. house .before you telephoned''• One impor

tant and curio~s point. to nc;>tice. here is. Henderson• s use of simple 

past .tens«? .tnstead of past perfect tense. While Ne.sf~eld (see 

infra) lives up to. pis own prescriptiqn in. writing •• •• ,. some 

ac.tiol) had: loeen· completed l;le:f;ore another ~ commenced•• (UI;lderlining 

mine,),. Hende.rson. does np~ p~t. into practice the the(;»_ry J:le upho;Lds : 

he ,is using .. a sirpple past. in the_ passj.ve voic;:e ('was. fil:lished 1 ), 

while he. should . - ~ the .light ·.of what. he ways_ abou,t tl1e past 

perfective --have. used a past perfect in the passive voice ('had 

been finished• ) • W~en and Mart~n run the risk of being accused 

of .the same fault as Henderson, but they might .be g~ven the benefit 

of the doubt because of thei.r; use of an understood clause : 
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11 •• • an action completed • •." = either • an action C which. wasJ 

completed' or •an action ~which had been _7 corn~leted' •. This 

small discrepancy between theory and practice regarding the use 

of the past perfective entails some such uneasy questic~ms as 11 CaJ1 

we use simple past tense instead of the past perfective? If w~ 

can, when and why?" 

· ·west and Kimber (1957) deal rather untidily ~'lith 1 had 1 , which 

deserves ·mention. mainly for two reasons. : :first, it culls an 

instance of overuse of 1 had • f.r.om a source which might offset 

Bernard Comrie's (1985 369) claim that "over:-use of the' pluperfect, 

precisely to indicate remoteness without an intervening reference 

point, is one of "!:h~ salient characteristics qf many varieties~ qf 

Indian Engli~l:l II ... , and secondly, it tentatively recommends 1,1se 

of simple past instead of the past perfective. Reproduced below 
' 

is all that west and Kimber (1957 : 126) have to say on the use 

of • had' a 

Had - A narrative often starts with some incident - . 

and then tracks ,backwards to tell about the lead)~g. 

character. "John Smith raised the revolver and fired 

twice. He had started life in a small grocer's shop. 

He had had little education • • • ", etc., for several 
. . -

pages of "Had" and "Had .had". Example : ~ays say 
~~ E. Ferrara (Collins), page 19, contains 34 

"hads" in 397 words. ~t is easier both for writer 
arid reader to use· the simple past tense s "He started 

life ••• He had little ... ""' etc. 
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In spite of its rather shaky suggestion that the past perfective 

may be replaced by the simple past from the pragmatic point of 

.view, Deskbook basically rem~ns faithful to the orthodox view 

(of Nesfield' s) on the use of the past· perfect tense in English. 

'I'o the group of. writers of • handbook of English (grammar) • 

that follow the beaten track belong Kierzek and Gibson (1960 1 

24;91. Thei;- observation, "~he past: ~rfect t~nse shows . that _an 

act. was ~ornpl,eted befqre s9me _specif;i.ed ()r ~ders~od time .in ... 

the pas;t" (P. 246),. and the attend~t exan1ple :~ "I h,ad Fegit?tered 

for t~ cqur;:;e befor~ I spoke. to him" .~ go in compliance with the 

strong prescriptive.norms that even handbooks of higher reputations 
. . '. . . . .. . . . . ' . . . '. ' . ' ' ., 

did nq~.or cquld not v~olate~ one really may wond~r why a very 
. . .. . ' ' 

. influent~al . handb()pk like Zandvoort• s A Handbook of Ensalish 

Grammar (1975) -- which has been referred to by Quirk et al (1985) 

-- should remain so ~almly content with the set pattern. Although 

Zandvoort (1975 : 62-3) does not make use of before. or after 

clauses in the examples he g~ves in support of his views on the 

ro·le and function of the pluperfect, he seems to see nothing 

complicated in the matter : "The PLUPERFECT (had + per;l:ect parti-
. -

ciple) answers partly to :the past tense, partly to the perfect., 

It may be said to represent a shifting back of these tenses into 

the (more distant) past" (p. 62),. Zandvoort cites three examples 

wherein "the pluperfect represents a past tense (or preterite) 

shifted back'1 (p. 63) : 



I was told that twenty aeroplanes had 
been shot down the day beforeo (135) 

They had alt'ITays been to a pantomime 
at Christmas~ (136) 

He wished he had known the fellow's 
name. (138) 
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What is worth noting here is that Zandvoort does not clarify 

what he means by • shifting back'. If 1 shifting back' means 

referring to an anterior past event then the third example does 

not indicate the anterior past event in the same way as the two 

other do: it is rather a case ·of what is called-hypothetical' 

past perfect. Zandvoort perhaps has in mind here the direct-· 

indirect .narration of senten:ces. But, then, the direct sJ?eech. 

form of "He wished he had ·known the fellow's name" ·may be the 

following, too : "Had I known the fellow 1 s name ,, said he". In 
~ . 

this case, the pluperfect (in the reported speech) in the indirect 

narration would remain the same as that in the direct narration. 

. The. fol~owing are ~he e;x:arnples Zandyo9~ cites wi~n C'J. v;i.ew 

to- showing how "the pluperfect repres_ent~ . a perfect tense shifted 

back" (1975 : 63) : 
l 

· 'l'hey had known each other for years · (l30 ). 

· I asked her ·how long .. the man had been unconsc·ious · (13 0). 

She told me she had :bought a new hat <.140 ) " . 
'l'hey had been to the pictures twice that 
week (140.1). 



The iqspector had noticed that when Trent 

had picked up a strong scent he whistled 

faintly a certain melodious passage (141). 
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It may be seen that while the second and the third examples 

contain direct references to two past events, the first and the 

fourth depend on contexts vzhich would show posterior past events. 

on simple terms, we might say that Zandvoort is trying here to 

show hotoT • had' can be equated with backshifted 'have' • Given 

this, we are a little puzzled to deal with the two 'had's in 

the fifth example i if pushed forward (that is, in direct speech 

narration),. the. sentence· WOUld look something like the following I 

"The inspector has noticed that when Trent has picked up a strong 

scent he whistles faintly •••• •• 

A_ltbough it. is_ real~y curious to .see that Zandvoort has 

avoided citing examples ~ontaining before an~ after cla~ses to 

highlig~t '.bc;~.ckshift~ng', his main pob,lt is_ clear eno~gh : the 

pluPf::rf·ept is used f_or }:;)ackw'ard moveme11t along ~J;le time-scaJ.e·. 

And so · .f ~ as ·his main peint is concerned, Zandvoort remains 

orthodox. 

Hornby· (1962) . is one of the very few orthodox, oi: traditional 

gl:ammarians who have atte~pted · to see .if the. past si.mple could 

do duty· for the past perfective. In. his A Guide to Patterns .. and 

usage in English (1962), he begins very traditionally: 



To indicate activities that took place within 
a period of time that extended to and incl~ded 
a point or period of time completely in the 
past (the 'before-past•), the Past Perfect 
Tense may be used·Q The point or period of past 
time is either named or implied. · (p.lOO) 
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Hornby, however, is clearer than Zandvoort in showing the role of 

the past perfect,ive in a reported speech 1 

The Past Perfect naturally replaces the Past 
Tense and the Present Perfect Tense in r~por

. ted speech after a ·report:!,.ng verb in the Past 

Tense • I have .etJ.ready_ rea¢! that_ .book'. §b!! 
· told me· that she had already· read that .book. (p. 101 J 

what is interesting ·in Hornby is the way he· maltes · the past simple 

take over the ~ast perfective a 

If the ·sequence· of events is clear without 
·the ·use· of two-different tenses, ·the Past 
Tense may b~ used to indic at~· two (or more) 

' ' 
events. This is usually the case when the con_. 
junction is before. 

tie opened the window before he got in~ 
~· The bus· start~ Just befo:t:;e I reache£ 
the bus st~~· (p~ 'io1) 

The point is _iter?ted in the note to the. example ld : -
.. ••• the 

Past Tense is possible instead of the Past Perfect Tense in 

clauses with before• The cqnjunction before itse~f indicates 

the difference in time". (P. 102). No~'IT, if we accept Hornby's 

contention that 



The conjunctions used to join two sentences in 
which we indicate two past events, one of which 
precedes the other, are when, before, ·after, -
until, once, now that, and as soon as. These are -- . ,. 

often alternative constructions. (P. 102) 

then we may recast the examples 

la• When the bell rang, we haq finished our - ~· !he bell rang after we had finish~ 
our work. 

lb. When the bell rang1 we had not finished - our work. The bell ran£ before we-had 
finished our work. (pp. 102-3) 

into 

la• when the bell rang, we·finished our - ~· !_he bell rang after we finished 
our work. 

lb. When the-bell rang, we did not finish - our work. The bell ran2 before we 
finished our work. · 

Hornby invites us to "Compare the use of when and before a11d of -· 
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when and after in these pair of sentences". (P. 102) and to 11 Note -
the changes from affirmative to negative in the examples marked 

a and b 11 (ibid). vlhat escapes Hornby's attention here is the use - - -
of the past perfective in the before - Clause ('before we had -
finished our work' ) and its irrplication. can i-ve claim that 'The 



bell rang before we had finished our work' and 'The bell rang 

before we finished our work' mean the same? Hornby has not said 

that they do nOte LSt US Clinch the, issue algebraically I in lb -
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of Hornby's example we have x = y ('x' and 1 y 1 being the two 

sentences); in our recast of lb, we have a= b (•a• and 'b' being -the two sentences). Now, since, according to, Hornby, conjunctions 

ar~ often alternatives. and the ~ast simple m~y be used instead 

of .the past pe;-fective when the sequence of events is clear, we 

can say tha~ x = a. But the question is : can we say that y = b? 

If we cannot, the deduction would be something like the following: 

l X = y 
j 
J a=b 

l x =a 
J 
J y;tb 

Ho.rnby does not cla.t:ify this point. But, as we will see late,J:', 

the use of 'had' in before • clause is by no means a simple case. 

leech's An A•Z. of En5lish Grammar and usage (1991), in 

spite of its very limited s?ope,. has brought in the question 

\'rhether the past simple can. be used in the plac~ of the past 

perfective. While one may not expect much from any A-Z type of 

handbook, one at the. same time turns to it .for being definite 

about a particular point • .I.eech, certainly, inflates the reader's 

expectation by his prefatory claims: 



~his book is a basic guide to the gr~ar and 

usage of English for anyone learning or teach• 
ing the language~ If you are a learner, it is· 

a reference book in which to look up problems 
you encounter in using the language, as well 

as a book to find out more about the way English 
works. If you are a teacher, it. is a basic 

reference book to turn to when faced with 

something you are not sure of •••• PP. viii) 

The grammar 11 rules" in this b·~ok are the rules 
of standard English • • • • This is a descriptive 

grammar book and, where a form is considered ' 
right by some native speakers and \~rong by . 

others; we point this out_ without being pres .. 

cri;etive, 

Although it is debatable whether_ descriptive grammar books can 
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'ultiinat.~ly r~_afu_ non-prescriptive· _(for a •description• and 'the 

manner of it niay take on in' the' user's mind the character of ·a 

•prescription•), on~ ~eally ~pes. to fip~in them descr~ptions 

adequa:te enough tc;> ~ake one's choice _(e.g.· 1 0\~.ing to' or 'due 

to•?) not haphaza~d'ly but systematically. But,· unfortunately, . 

Leech's ~belies-- so far as the past simple/past perfective 

choice is c9ncern(3d -- such an. expectation because the description 

does not lead us to any firm point while_ the whole approach s~ems 

to hover between description and prescription. Let us see _why. 
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'rhe examples leech (1991) cites showing the norrn«:ll as well 

as the hyperbatonic positions of the after•clause and the before

clause do not contain the past perfective, although ·a direct 

reference is made, in each of the exmoples, to two past events: 

~he after ... cl~use and th~ before..;clause Can be. ~t 
the ·end.of the sentence or at :thE; beginning of the 

sentence. 
. . 2 . 

E.G. (iJ The. air~ort pglice searched all;'f!!2 ,.. . ·. . . . . . . . 1 
~~ssen2ers after ~he elane landed q ' ,. . .. · ··. . 1 . 

Or Mter the .J?lane landed , the ·. airegrt 
12o·11ce .searched2 all ·the ;eassen·gers. 

U.i) 

Or 

. 1 
we cleaned· ·the house before our friends 

2 arrived • 

Before our friends arrived2, we cleane·a1 

the house. 

(l?. 29) 

c1 = first action; 2 = second action) 

Givit.l9 ~extra J'll'eigh'f;,age. to words li:ke • before • and. • after•, 

l,sech. suggests that these words can do the job of the past 

perfective ; 

In ·the clauses which describe the first ·action (1 )·, we 

c~. 1,.1se thE;~ P~S'l' ~E~E~T ip. place of tJ:le PAS?! SIMJ?LE. 
. 2 

E. 9• (.i.) 'r:!:2 Wl?.2..~olic! ,se;,Sf£!:!~ •.. aJ:.l..the l 
~~ssengers after the plane had landed • 



(ii) we. had cleaned1 the house before ml 

friends arriveci2• 

NO'l'E : But the words ~fore and after are enough to 
indicate which event happened first, whatever 

tense you use. (p . .2.9) 

To describe an event or state which is past from 
the viewpoint of a another• past time, we can use 
tl:le .. PAST PEWECT,. 

E.g. When we arrived at the bus station, og£ 

bus had already 1~. 

(P. 345) 

The way Lee(lh • deac.t:ibes' : t,he use. of the pas-t; perfective makes 

it appear rather superfluous. ; his repeated observations that 
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••we ~ Ctne stress ·has 'been addedJ use the PAST PERFECT" imply 

that normally the . past simple is use'd instead of the past per• 

fective. Arguably, l:,.eeC:h1 s 1 NOTE 1 strongly declares that_ at least 

in before.~ and after -·clauses one need· not use the past 

perfective. 

Lsech does refe.r to the orthodox description of the function 

of the · past perfective:. 

we use . this form Chad. + Past partic~!eJ to 
show that orie' thing in . the past (marked(lj below 

(expressed by the Past Perfect) happened before 
another· thing in the past (marke~ belo~1J 
(expressed by the past Simple). 



<! ••••••••••••• past •••••• ?now 

~ 
future 

tOO t® 
before 
then 

then 

(Past Perfect.) (East Simple) 

- ® 
E.g. (1) The arml had won an im;portant battle 

before -they crosseJID the .border. 

U.i) The risoner was reu:~asec{?) after he had 
l ' ' ' -

.bee in erison for several X~· 
I. • ., . . . 

(iii) ~hen·- the plar bad finishea.® .. 'the auaience 
· · · le~ ~etly:. · 

-(iv) ·It was the first time he'd ever visite~ 
a -~night club. <=. · 1 He'd :ne·ver visited a 
night club before that•.) 
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- (pp. -335-6) 

Eut soon Leech reviews this orthodox v~e\1 and comments that 

If it is clear that one action happened before another 
action, you <;lon' t- have to use the Past .Perfect ; you 

can use the Past Simple instead. In examples (i) and 

Jiii) above you can change the Past perfect to the 
!last simple •. 



E.g. (i) Xhe armz won an important victory befOEJ! 

~hey C{.ossed the border. 

(iiiJ When the plal finishedL-the audience 

left guietl:g. 

In example (i), before shows the relation between the 

two actions without the help of the. verb. In example 
(:l.ii), when means the play finished • just before', ---- .. ~ . 

so again you don•t need the Past Perfect. 

(p. 336) 
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Now, the point is that if Leech means to say that the use of the 

past perfective is not mandatory in sentences where the happening 

of one action before another in the past is clear, he should have 

l'tritten - ••you may not use the past Perfect a you may use the 

Past $imp1e instead''; but h~ becomes rather P,resc::riptive in 

saying- "you don•t have ·to use the past perfect'1 and "you don't 

need the Past Perfect"• .Furi;.her, • before• and· • a:fter' 'are always 

likely to nial~e it clear that "one action .happened before Cor 
after_{ another actionu (P. 336); and if they do so, we can go 

l'tell. witho.ut the past perfective· in sen:tences constructed with 

before - and after - clauses. Leech's ~ ultimately has .sought 

to solve 'some of_ the_ problems by adopting a s}Jort-cut : c•if the 

meaning is_ clear, . sirnp~y 1,1se the past simple", - this is what 

~e~~ probably wisnes us tQ remember while positing Past within 

past.. 

Any discussion of the past perf~c,tive in· English would remain 

substantially incomplete if Otto Jespersen's ~dern English 
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Grammar on Historical Principles Part IV (1931), Essentials of . . -
English Grammar (1933) and The Philoso:rzhz of Gramrna.;: (.1924} are 

not taken up for a close·reading. Before looking into Jespersen's 

treatment of the past perfective (tthe pluperfect•) in these 

three iwportant works, one should bear in mind that the first 

two of his three books just referred to are surprisingly more 

descriptive than prescriptive. He seems content with piling 

up examples and Sf? shrinks from framing principles. Whatever 

observation ·he . finally makelf=l does not seem to shed much light 

on the labyrinthine issue of the past perfective. 

The difficulty in following Jespe:cs~n (1933 ~ 246) when 

he says that 

If we have two successive happenings in the past 

--------------~-~ --------- y --------
(now) 

~· .. First I saw hirp, and then he saw. me, -

the pluperfect serves to connect them grammatically: 
. ' 

I had seen him.before h~ ~aw me • 

. I . saw . him befoJ:e he had seen me. 

He saw ~ after X had seen him. 

He did not see me till I had seen him. 
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is that he !>resents the example~ as interchangeable in meaning• 

While none can find any difficulty whatsoever in equating 1 I had 

seen him before he saw me• with • He saw me after ·I had seen· him' , 

one ~eally cannot easily equate 1 I saw him before he had seen me• 

with either of them• se sides, Jespersen ° s excsmples showing 'Subor

dinate Divisions of. T .:tme• do not give us any ide9- of such inter 

changeability a 

subo~dinate Divisions of Time 

X 
A Ac E ca c 

Before-past After•past Before-future 

Before-past ·(Aa, before • then• ) : 

He had left before I ar.r i ved. 

When he had gone out of the .room, she burst out sobbing o 

\ After he left England, a son was bon to him•· 

(1933 ; 291) 

The puzzle remains the same in A Mode~n English Grammar Part ;rv 
,~ . ~ 

(1931 '·; 82}. What is needed here _... and t-ihat here- .Jespersen• s 

examples :fail to supply .....-. is. an adequate explanation as to how 

the sUbstitutions could be semantically valid. 

Jso ·far as Jespersen• s descript'ion· of the prete.rit;;i.pluperfect 

option (i.e. the quest~ion whether the past perfective can -be 

replaced by the past simple) is concerned, there is no noticeable 

ambiguity about it · ~ ..,In- clauses beginning 1111.ith after .: •• the 
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simple preterit often means the same thing as the pluperfect. 

'I' he latter must, however, be considered the normal tense." (1933; 

246•7). sof after Jespersen, we might regard He stood motionless 

sfter she disa:pp:;ares as permissible but • non-normal' , end 

He stood motionless after she had disaepeare~ as both per.missible 

and •normal'. But Jespersen•·s observations in respect of when -
clauses ~ not very sure~footed : 

After when the simple preterit can sometimes -be used, though the two events mentioned follow 
one after the other, and the preterit is thus 
equivalent to a pluperfect 1 When he came back 
from India, he· was made a member of Parliament I When 
~e.,go~- .tn,e leiii:er. he. burned: it wit.h{)tit looking 
at it. 

But this is not always possible; the pluferfect 
is required in a When he had read the letter, he 
burned it I When, he had finished 't"lriting that 
book, he took a long rest. 

(1931, J?a.rt IV I 63) 

Unfortunately, Jespersen leaves us with no guidance as to when 

we might make use of the preterit (or, for that matter, the 

pluperfec:::t) with ~· Jespersen • s '!;Jord of caution .....,.. ''But this 

is not always possible" - indicates that more than sheer 

caprice is involved, and raises the natural question - "When 

is it possible?", a question Jespersen has not cared to answer 

theoretically. 



Jespersen's "examples of the simple preterit for the 
h 

before-pas~ ~tead of the more usual pluperfect after as soon 

as, before and until" (1931,. .l?art 'N a 75) are in themselves -
quite simple a 

AV John 11.29 Afsoone as she heard that. she 
arose quickly I Goldsm V 2. 211. As soon as he 
left us, Sir William very politely step : up to 

our new niece I Goldsm 631 he dropped the letter: 

before he went ~= had gone_? ten yards from 
the door r that happened before l met you 

C= had metJ 
~ibid.) 

·what· is really confusing here 'iA Jespersen• s indication of "the 

morei usual pluperfect" given in the br:acket·s·. we are to take 

he ··dropped the letter before he had gorie ~.. and "Fhat. hamened 

before ',L.had: met lOll ·as examples of the more usual pluperfect; 

but the question is· a Why dOes: not Jespersen put thezn thus ~ 
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he had droE~d the.letter before,he went ••• and ~hat had haeeened 
. ·, .. . . . . '<. 

£~fore I met you? The question becomes all. the· more important 

since JE:ispersen himself cites the following sentences as examples 

of the •normal' (=.usual) tense ; 



·'t,., 
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lib 341 I within ten miriutes ·after he had received 
the assurance that the thing was impossible, he 

.was .conducted into the outer office I Bennett. 

Cd 204 And after they had chatted a little ••• 

he offered to display Machin HOuse to .Mr. Myson. 

(1931, Part IV & 62} · 

our point is that if a construction like that happened before I 

had met :)CO.Jl is a case of 11 the more usual pluperfect", then a 

construction like ~d aft.er they. had chatted a little ••• he 

offered to displa:g' ... Mr. Myson cannot be taken as a case of 

normal pluperfect .. (past perfective) •. And, similarly, if the latter 

is an example of •normal• past perfective then the former cannot 

be regarded as an instance of the more usual pluperfect. However, 

the only way to accept a construction like that hageened befo~ 

I had met IOU as. an· example of the more usual pluperfe'ct is to 

construe it as interchangeable with a construction· like that had 

heP;eened before I met you. In both Essentials of. Enca:lish Gramma; 

(1933 : 246} and A Modern English Grammar Part IV (1931 : 62}, 
J ' • • • ' 

Jespersen seems to have accepted such an interchangeability. 

,Another ~urious. and rather vague observation by. Jespersen 

on th~ modus OAAr-andi of the past perfec,tive can be seen in the 

fp,llow in9: 

·ln tne· following t\'110 quotations, the use of the· 

pluperfect in the ~-clauses,where the simple 
preter·it would have been normal, seems to have been 
induced by the pl~perfect in the main sentence; 



Ha~y R 374 when his mind had been weaker his 

heart had led him to speak out f Rose ·Macaulay 

P When they had been little they had watched 
each other• s plates with hostile eyes. 

(1931, ilart rv a 83) 
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Again; unfortunately, Jespersen does not explain what he means 

by the \'lord 1 induced' or how the induction operates. Do.es he 

simply mean to say that one • had • has generated another • had' in 

the sentences he cites? Further, Jespersen does not explore the 
' ' . . 

possibility of such 'induction• in clauses t'iith before, after 

etc. No other grammarian or linguist has recognized this pheno

menon of 'induction•, and only a few have even taken up for dis

cuss {on constructions that have the past perfective in both the 

clauses. Quirk et al (1985 ; 1020) have brought in I had seen him 

before' he had seen me,' but thei·r interpretati9n' of the sentence 

(or, for that matter, of the d'ouble pse of. 'had') is, as we will 

see soon, quite different from Jespersen• s. 

Jespel:'~en'. s The .l?bilosophz of qrammar (19.24 . : 262) c.ornpli

cates hi.s ()wn .views. ~s expressed in .Essentials and Modern Engliszb 

Grammar. for in considering ,.the subordinate d.ivisions of time, 

i.e. points in time anterior or posterior to some other point;' 

(p~t or future) ment'ioned or implied in the sentence concerned"' 

Jespersen here formulates a strange model for • before.;..past time' 

the application of l.11hich might look superfluous: 



The relations between the two ••times", the simple 

past and the before-past, may be represented 

graphically thus, the line denoting the time 'it 
.took to write the letter, and ·the point C the 

time of his coming: 

*** 
He carne before I had written the .. letter = either - -- - - ~ ........ """"""' ...... 
! finished writing .the letter a£ter ·b2 ~ come, 

or I wrote the letter after.he had come3 ... --· ,-...._.~ 

= -==== ·or -c ===;::::::;= • 
~ : c 

one thing, however, is clear from the extract abovei Jespersen 

seems to indicate that a· · •· s.iiriple past. + before + past perfect• 

structure (He came before I had written the letter.) cannot be 

~aken as a perfect substitute for a • simple past + before· + 

simple past• _(He came before I wrote the lette-r) or • past. perfect 

+_before + silr!Ple :pest• (He had come before I wrote the letter) 

structure. 

A critical and closer examination of what _Jespersen h?iS got 

to say about the use of had in before-clauses will form a part 
<•; ~ ' t 

of the chapter that follows the next. 

It is interesting to 'see that A Grammar of the EriQlish 

· ,!:raq£tuaSie Vol. III (1931), which was published 4n the same year 

a::; Jespersen • s A Modern En!j4lish Grammar (1931) _, directly contra• 

diets the latter on the use of the past perfective. With as soon 
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~~ Jespersen leaves a neat room for an interchangeability 

be~ween the past simple and the past perfective a 

We may say either a "As soon as he discovered 
them, he ran away"., and C,sic J "As soon as 
he had . d;Lsco:vered them, he ran away". 

(1931: Part IV I 83.) 

J:n cases like the following both tenses may be 

us~d a 

As .soon .as he (had) discovered. the poiice, 

he ran away. 
(1933 i 247) 

In Vol. IIJ: of A Grammar·of the English Language (1931 : 361) 

Cur.me maintains a diametrically opposite view: 

In ·•As soon 

as he hearci. that-, he turneci pale' heard cannot 
·be .replaced by had heard, although in· fact the -person in question ·heard· the ··ba¢1· news before 

he turned pale. 'l'he. use of the -past ·perfect here 
would stress thetime relation too much and 
call the attention away from the close relation 
of :t;.he two. acts, the one . .following the other 
immediately. 

When two S'UCh authorities differ so radically,. certa;f.nty 011 
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the issue seems unattainable especially on the part of a lay ma~. 

Be that as it may, the most important point to note in the extract 

cited above as well as in the following 



In colloquial speech, the past tense is still 

often used for the past perfect, as in the early 

period before the creation of a ~ast perfect ~ 

• After he finished the book, he returned ·it~. -....-.;;;;;-.-_ 
This usually occurs, as in this example, where 
the verb has point-action (38.2) force. Even 
in the literary language the past is used instead 

of the past perfect· where some other idea overshadows 

that of the exact time relations: • John was punished 

because he· broke a: window·•. Of course,. John broke 
the windOw before he was punished for it, but. the ·. 

fact. of the breaking, in an<l of itself, is tiThat. is 
uppermost in the mind, not the exact time relations. 

is that curme stresses the . .POssibility: of the. use of the past 

simple inste:ad of the past_ per;fective il) certain cases. And 
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the~e c·ases are .: . (.it) colloquial speech, (ii) when th~ verb gives 

us a pgint of action as opposed to a ~riod. of action, and (iii) 

when the exact time relation. bet~1een the· two E)V~l)ts ;l.s. less 

important than the. close relation of the two acts (i.e. their 

simultaneity). Finally, Curme seems to suggest that we could use 

the. past_ perfective onll when t'le would like to stress the time 

relation. 

Any work on Englis-h Tenses must ~efer to _ll .... R. Palmer's 

The English. verb. (1_,988) which is the revised version of his own 

. A Linguistic study of the English Verb· (1965) and a long esta

blished account of all aspects of the English Verb. Although 
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Palmer (1988 a 37) makes it clear that tense has more to do than 

mark purely temporal relations, his views on the roles of the 

past perfective do. not cover all it;.s intrica~ies• til his opinion, 
. \ 

I saw him yesterday can be ·reported as either.He said he saw him 

£!!; da;( befOrE;, or He said he had seen- him the day before, and 

the choice depends on vieTt.rpoint. 'l'o quote ~a 
' . 

Although the events referred to can be seen as 
.past-past because they were already past for the 
origihal speaker sr.eaking in. th~ past, they· can 
equally·:Pe·seen, from the second speaker~s point 

of view,· as simply past. He is freei that is· .to 

say, to see. them as Sill!Pl.Y past Or as past"""past. 
unles~·he wishes'to emphasize that they are past• 

past, i.e. that they were past for the original 

speaker, he would normally report them with the 
simple past, not using deictic shift. 

(1966 a 42) 

.Palmer, howeveur, does not go to explore what the· simple 

past/past perfective C:ho_,tce in senteljces like 'l'he 12atient ha~ 

died before the doctor. carne and.· 'I' he·· ;gatient died before the 

doctOr· carne could. ·suggest. Nor does he take;! up for investigation 

...... even in the section. captioned • Preblem uses• '(1988 ; 52) -

cases like I saw him. before .he had .seen me and I had· seen him .. 
before he had seen me• 

l?.alrner seems to see in the past perfective the roles that 

the p~esent ~rfective plays in the domain of present. so accord

ing to him the past perfect~ve may have a cprrent, relevance in 
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the domain of past just as have/has + past participle ·has a 

current relevance in the domain of pres·ent. 'l'his view ·leads him 

to say that 11 the past perfect ••• is both 1 past perfect• and 

• past past• •• (1988 : 52). What these two terms ( 'past perfec:t• 

and 1 .Past past•) mean may be clear from 'the contrast he shows 

between I had already seen him when lOU arrived and I had seen 

h_irn en hour before you arrived (1988 ~ 51): 

f. 

'I'he first is clearly past perfect - l sa\'17 him in a 

period of time preceq!ng but up to the time of 

arrival, and there is current relevance. But the 
second merely places seeing him before the 

arrival-previously to a past point of time, 

i.e. 'past past~~ - .. 

Palme~•s argument is attractive and even suggestive of the 

extraordinary potentialities of the past perfective. But what 

he probably ' fc1..i Is -, to see here· is the role played by the ·measure 

words or specifiers like•· already• and 1 an ·hour•. It is not 
. . 

impossible to say that 't;he diffe,r:enc:le in seinant~c implication 

between,. the .two. sent~nces just. referred tq is_ brought a1J9ut_more 

by the_specifiers·than by the past perfective. 'I'hat the issue is 

roore compl;icated than Palrne~ thinks it to be can be quessed from 

Quirk et al•s (1985 ; 191) interpretation.of a similar coQ.struc

tiona 
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The thieves had run away when the police arrived• Ll2J 
.~. in ~12_i the when-c~ause is 1~keiy to be an 
answer to the question : 'When had the thieves 
run· away?• 

The fullest description of English grammar to appear in 

recent years is A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Languase 

by Randolph Quirk, Sidney Greenbaum, Geoffrey Isech and Jan 

svartvik (1985.)~ 'l'his monumental work - clear.:l,.y an extension 

of and improvement on A Grammar of ContemJaorarl En«iJlJ.sh by the 

same four a:uthors (1972) - is the culplination of some twenty 

year~• collaboratiC?.n between the authors anQ; .tlas_ :_be.en an -indis

pensable reference \vork for any advanced study of .English gr.ammar. 

Quirk et al (1985) discuss the past perfective in English 

quite comprehensively., still there is enough room for controversy. 

Indeed, at l~ast on a particular structure of the past perfective, 

Quirk admits, 11 I don't believe we•ve explained the paradox 

correctly" (see Appendix I.). 

I.n exploring the meaning of the past perfective, Quirk 

et al (1985 : 195) use the following diagram: 

I 
I 
I 

~-- --1 

t 
I . 
I 

[11.0W J 
'1'1 

'\7 -- ·-------~> 
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'!'his diagram and the generalisations that "The past perfective 

usually has the meaning of 'past-in-the-pastJ, and can be regarded 

as an anterior version either of the present perfective or of the 

simple past" (ibid.) and that 10More technically, the past per-

fective may be said to denote any event or state anterior to a 

time of orientation in the past'1 
. (P. 196) represent the traditional 

view of the past perfective. But these generalisations tend to 

blur when the authors come to commenting on the interchangeability 

of the past perfective and the simple pasta 

But of course, the past perfective does not have to 
refer to a more remote time than that re£erred to by 

the simple past. In some cases, particularly in a 
clause introduced by after, the two constructions can 
be more or less interchangeablea 

I ate 

T2<-
my lunch after Sandra had come back from 

her sho~go 

I ate my lunch after sandra came back from - -
her shopping. 

After places the eating (T2J after Sandra• s return 
(which we may call '!'3 ), so the past perfective, 

which places T3 before '1'2 , is redundant. What 
difference it does make is a matter of the 
'standpoint• of the speaker. In ~-9~ the 'past 
in past• time '!'3 is identified as being earlier 
than T2 by the past perfective; but in ~10_7 

it is left to the conjunction after to signal 
this temporal relation. 
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T3 '1'2 Tl 

~ "V" <:::7 ----- ... ~---I I 
I I I 
I I I 

I I I 

[before then] [then] (now] 

(P. 196) 

Such expressions as 1 ln some cases', 'more or less',. 'matter 

of the stc:md,po~nt• in .the extrac::t cited above leave the issue 

't.17ide operi~ It is curious to 1'1ote that although the benefit of the 

interchangeability ·is exten¢ed, . in Note CaJ, to the clause 

introduced by when a -
Note ~a~~ in the sense of 'immediately after• 

behaves like· after .iQ. sentences C9J and C1oJ. 
Xhe following are therefore virtually synonymous: 

~ 

I ate my lunch when Sandra had come back from her 
shopping. 

I ate my lunch when sandra ~ back from her 
shopping.· 

(f>·· 197) 

no~ng is said in respect of before apa~t from borrowing an 

example ('I saw him before he saw me•) from Jespersen (1931 : 82) 

and citing a couple of ex~ples in Note ~aJ (p. 1082) which 

indicate that such interchangeability is possible even in 



before-clauses. Further it is not very clear what Quirk et al 

mean by •standpoint• ·of the speaker. Is it a simple case o£ a 

choice between two a1ternative4;or a complex matter of viewing 

things from different angles? 

Quirk et a1 seem to invite complications when they say:. 

Adverbials of time ~sition, when used with the 
past perfective, can identify either T 2 or. '1'3 • 

Placed initially, they oft.en identify x2 .! 

When the ~olice arrived, the thieves had run 
away. 

But in ·final· position, the interpretation 
whereby the adverbial·refers to x

3 
is more 

likely : 

Xhe thie.ves had run away W::!en the eolice 
arrived. 

Hence in Cl'J..J, ~ is likely to be equivalent 
to .~Y the time that ... , but in ·Cl2J the~~· 
clause is liltely to be an answer to the quest~on·: 
'when had the thieves run away?'. 

; ; ~ ·' . 

The difference s.hown is hardly convinc.ing because for ·all 

practical purposes C11_7 is only a hyperbatonic arr~gement 

of ~12~. And there is no reason why·each of ~11_7 and Cl2_7 

should not form the ·text from which the same .question ·~when 

had the thieves run awa,Y?" can be set. Besides, Quirk et al 



slip into contradiction because they hold at one point that 

11 I ate my lunch \'lhen sandra had come back from her shopping" 

and "I ate my lunch when sandra came back from her shopping" --
are virtually synonymous because here when= 'immediately after• - '' 
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(.P. 197. Note CaJ ), but much 1ate_r, however, they differentiate 

between ~ + the past perf.ective and ~ + the simple past a 

When an after-clause refers to a past event, the 

verb may be i~ the past perfective,- though it is 

more commonly in ~he ·simple past: 

we ate our meal ·after we {re~urned ~ from the game. 
. · had returned 5 C1J 

·If a construction with a ~-clause. refers 
'to a sequence of two past events~ the clause 
allows· the- same choice: 

We ate our meal when we -------- ~rom the game. [ 
returned · ·J -
'h~d returned ' 

All•· four forJn·s of ··these ·sentences'· ate: acceptable, 

and ·mean roughly the same·., The bnl,y difference is 

tha~ ~- and the simple past (probably the most 

popular choice) suggests ~hat t.Qe on~ event 

follows immediately on the other in sequence_. , 

(pp. 1018•9) 

It is also J:lOt clear why • had.• is used in paraphrasing the 

second example in the following: 



Ret_l}rni~g to my village after thirty years, l met 

an old school teacher. 

C• When/Aft~r I ret~ned •• ~-~ J 
The stranger, ,nav ins_2iscarded his jacket, 

moved threateningly toward ~e. c· ... after 
he had discarded ._. ~ • J 

(p. 1080) 

one is hard put to guess the difference supposedly effected 

by the presence_and_ th~ absence of 'had' in the paraphrases 

given in the· square brackets ; why "After I return~d" _and not 

"After I had returned", if one has to awrove of "-after he had - .. ----
. . . . : . . . 

discarded" (underlining mine) 1 
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Wha~ Quirk et al have said about the 'p~a~oxical' or 

non-factual.past perfective (p. 1020). will be take;n up in the Jourtli 

chapter~- · --~ __ - _ :Hei'e tve would on·ry consider one particular 

example and its. accompanying generalisati~>n: 

some -before•clauses may be interpreted as either. 

factual pr nonfactual: 

·I sent a donation before I was asked to. -
(P. 1081) 

This, we might argue, is not a- case o:l; non•factuality at all 

be~ause _a before•clause in order to he non-factual needs the 

. presence of the past per~e'?tive -as in ''_I saw_ .him ,befo~~ he

had seen me" (p. 1020)., He;ne,e,, "~ sent a donation before I had 

been asked to". could b'e inteip,feted as non-factual while "I 



sent a donation before I was asked to•• corresponds to the same 

structure ·as in n I saw him bef.ore he saw me" . (p._ 1020_) or in 

11 I started my meal before A¢l.am arr.ived" (p. 1081 J. 
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Finally~ Quirk et al seem to be rather sceptical c:lbbut the 

orthodox and rigid use of the .Past perfective in matters of 

positingpastwithin past. Their scepticism is evident when they 

say: 

J::t is not .~ecessa,ry., however'· ~or the _past tense 
to be accompanied by an overt indicator of time. 

All that' is re~uired .is that the spe;aker should 

. be able to count on· the hearer~ s .assumption . that 

he .has a .specific time in mind, In this respect, . \ : :. ... . ' ; ' : ' . ' -, •,' . . .. 

·the past tense meaning of DEFINITE l?AS'l' time is 

an ·equivalent, in ·the verb phrase·, · of the definite 
article in the noun phrase. Jus.t .as. with the 
definite. article (cf·5.27-32), so with the ver.b 

.. -- ·. '•\:·· ... : ... · 

phrase, an element of definite rn.e.~ing may be 

recoverable from knowledge of (a) t~e immediate 
or loc'al· situation, .. (b). the larger situation of 

I genercU knowledge'' ( C J' what· has: been said 
, I • ,. 

earlier in the same sentence or text; O.tr . (d) what 

comes later on in "the same sentence or teXt •. 

. (p• 184) 


